


ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

AS B.

NAMUR, le

Secrétariat

13, Rue Basse-Marcelle
NAMUR (Belgique)

rel. 279.83

Monsieur,

J'ai le zogret de vous repp.ler que je n'ai pas regu
a ce jour, la somme de 200.-Frs représentant lo montant de
votre cotisation a 1'Association nour 1'annde 1959.

Afin de vous faciliter cette opóration, je joins a 1:
prósente une facturo en un cxemplaire sur laqucllo sont men-
tionnés nos aAifferents comytos.

J'ai le plaisir de vous faire s.volr, par ailleurs,
que le Ier num5ro de Cybernetica 1959 sortira da orosse an
juillet prochain.

Les Actes du 2e Congrés International de Cybernédtiue
paraitront au cours du Ter trimestre de 1960.

A titre d'information, je vous rappelle que les Actes
du Ier Congrós International de Cyberntique vienncnt de
paraitrez hatez-vous d'y souserire si vous ne l'avez fait en-
ore, quelques czemplaires a 600.-Frs sont encore disnonibles

La publication relative aux implications économiques
¢t sociales dc I'Automation nent tre obtenue au pri: Ae
75.-Fra,

Je vous pric de croire, Monsiour, avoc mo3 remcroic-
ments, en l'assursanecn da ma consideration trade AJieinmi.

L'Administrateour-Dól6enzu,

A

I. LEMATRE.



[nternational Association for CYBERNETICS.

The International Association for Cybernetics has been created on the Sth
January of 1957, Its registered office is established at Namur (Belgium) 13, rue
Basse-Marcelle,

The aim of the Associationistoensure a permanent and organized liaison
between researcher whose work in various countries is related to different sectors
2f Cvybernetics,

It endeavours to promote the development of this science and of its technical
applications, as well as the propagation of results obtained in this field

[t utilizes all adequate means for the achievement of the above obiests.

The membership fee-has been fixed at 200 Belgian francs for individuals
and 1, 000 Belgian francs for firms.

Zconomic and social implications of Automation,
The Association organized, on December 1957, at Namur, two International

Days on the economic and social implications of automation. The text of the lectures
given on this oceasion has been published.

Their price has been fixed, as follows :

Members of the Association: 75 belgian francs,
“on-members : 150 Belgian francs.

; ; "

Review "Cybernetica'
. . . ’ . 5% . tThe Association published, since 1958, a quarterly review "Cybernetica' ;

containing articles of a scientific nature on subjects relative to the various do-
mains of Cybernetics.

Each issue will consist of about 70 pages.

This review constitutes an irreplaceable source of documentation on a line
of tought called uoon to play a leading part in the world which opens before us,

The first issue of 1959 includes the following articles:

MM. J, ROMAIN ; Informatio et Cybernétique,
D.J, STEWART : A notation for logical zets
A. A. MDLEE : Principes d'incertitude de la perception et machines philoso-

phiques,
J, DIEEOLD * The economic consequences of automation.

The terms of the subscription, per annum, are as follows
viembers of the Association : 150 Belgian france
"on-members : 300 Belgian france.



Eroceedings of the 1st and 2nd International CongressonCybernetics,
a) The 1st International Congress on Cybernetics had been organized

Oy the Province of Mamur, from the 26th to the 29th June 1958, Arrangements
nave been made with the Province for the publication of these Proceedings by
the International Association for Cybernetics,

They are now published,

This book of 900 pages may be obtained at thé price of 600 Belgian francs,

. b)Asubscription list is now open and will be closed on the 31st of
August 1959, with a view to the publishing of the Proceedings of the 2nd Interna-
ional Congress on Cybernetics, which took place, in Namur, from the 3rd to the
LOth September 1958,

[t will likely be printed for the first quarter of 1960,

¥11 additional information concerning the Association and its publications
may be obtained by writing to : Secretariat of the International Agsociation for
Cybernetics, 13, rue Basse-Marcelle, Namur (Belgium),



SUBSCHI PTLON FORMS.
Number of

anbscerinptions,
Kind Price,

Economic and social implica =
tions of automation,

Subscription to''Cybernetica' 1958

Subscription to"Cybernetica" 1959

Proceedings of the 1st Congress

Proceedings of the 2nd Congress

Membership fee,

75 - 150 (1)

150 - 300 (1)

150 - 300 (1)

600

600 - 1000 (1)

200 - 1000 (1)

”

“ame and surname or style of the firm and address ,....... * .. &amp; 8 6 &amp; 8 8 &amp; 9

Wationality (2)......................
Degrees or type of activity (2)......... ...

 8 6 +4 &amp; BP

LA - . 2 ® e &amp; ¢ 8 8 6 .... .

Mumbers of persons employed (Firms) (2)............. +

® 4 + 8 8 8 . 4 &amp; . ... .. ... .. .  . . . . » es &amp; .. . . .

&gt; o..... . e...

Profession (Individuals) (2) ........... SE”

The amount of ,,,....:..... Belgian francs will be paid according to the regula-
tions as set out in note B below,

.e........the,..........195,

(Signature),

&gt;) &amp;

Motes,

A. - This form should be sent to the following address : Association Inter-
nationale de Cybernétique, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgique),

E, - This sum may be paid:
a) by banker's order made out to the Association Internationale de Cybernétique,

account n* 77851 of the Banque de la Société Générale de Belgique, Namur

(Belgique);
b) by cheque made out to the Association Internationale de Cybernetique, 13, rue

basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgique);

c) through the Post-Office, by money-order made out to the Association Interna-
tionale de Cybernetique, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgique);

d) through the Office des Cheques Postaux, account n° 453, 56 of the Association
Internationale de Cybernetique, 13, rue Basse Marcelle, Namur (Belgique).

(IT 3trike out when nov applicable,

(2) Don't complete it if you are already member of the Association or if you don't
wish to become 2 member



A COMPETITION LIMITED TO COLLEGE FACULTY MEMBERS
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$3,000 Prize Competition
Conducted by Dopp, Meap &amp; CoMPANY

FOR THE BEST

MYSTERY-SUSPENSE NOVEL

College and university professors, lecturers, and faculty members generally in
American and Canadian institutions (including their immediate families as CO-
perpetrators) are invited to submit their manuscripts to 2 prize competition for
the best mystery-suspense novel to be selected on OT before December 1, 1959:
Although this award is limited to members of college faculties, the setting of
the story need not necessarily be 2 school campus. All types of mystery are
eligible—straight deduction, suspense, pursuit, code and cipher, etc., etc.



TERMS OF THE COMPETITION
To the author of the mystery novel which, in the opinion of
the judges, is most suitable for publication, Dodd, Mead and
Company, Inc., publishers of the Red Badge mystery stories,
agrees to pay on the announcement of the winner of the
prize, the sum of $3,000. $500.00 of this sum is an outright
prize; the remaining $2,500.00 will be paid on account of
all royalties and earnings.
The Author shall retain control of the First Serial, Dramatic
and Motion Picture rights. But the scheduling of the first
serial shall be subject to the approval of the publishers. It is
understood that the publishers shall handle all book rights,
but they will be glad to act also as agent for the rights con-
trolled by the author, if the author so desires.
The publishers’ editorial staff shall act as judges. Its decision
must be regarded as final and binding and it shall retain the
right to reject any or all of the manuscripts submitted.
Dodd, Mead and Company is to have first offer of the win-
ning author’s next full-length novel on terms to be arranged.
The competition is open to any author as described on the
first page of this brochure who has not previously issued a
book under the Red Badge imprint.
Manuscripts should be submitted as early as possible. The
closing date is December 1, 1959. Manuscripts must be orig-
inal and written in the English language, and should be not
less than 60,000 and preferably not more than 80,000 words
in length. They should be neatly typewritten, with double
spacing and on one side of the paper only, and should not be
bound. Be sure to keep a carbon in case of loss or damage.

Manuscripts should be sent to Dodd, Mead and Company,
432 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y., with a letter ex-
plaining that the manuscript is entered in the contest. Con-
testants will be informed of the receipt of the manuscript.
It will be examined as promptly as possible and it 1s hoped
that the award may be announced by January 15, 1960.
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8. While every reasonable care will be taken of manuscripts,
the publishers cannot assume any liability for loss or damage
by fire, or in any way whatsoever. Postage for the return of
manuscripts not available for publication should be included.
All manuscripts, even though unsuccessful in winning the
prize, are to be considered as offered to the publishers on
terms to be mutually arranged.

Partial List of

DODD, MEAD MYSTERY-SUSPENSE
AUTHORS

JAY BARBETTE

EVELYN BERCKMAN

JOHN BINGHAM

BRANDON BIRD

KAGE BOOTON

G. K. CHESTERTON

AGATHA CHRISTIE

URSULA CURTISS

RAE FOLEY

BRETT HALLIDAY

WILLIAM HARDY

JOHN and WARD HAWKINS

LEONARD HOLTON

MICHAEL INNES

BAYNARD KENDRICK

ROBERT MARTIN

WHIT MASTERSON

WILLIAM P. McGIVERN

WILLIAM MOLE

HUGH PENTECOST

JUDSON PHILIPS

JOHN RHODE

LEE ROBERTS

KELLEY ROOS

EDNA SHERRY

BART SPICER

LEE THAYER

CORNELL WOOLRICH



“Tbe Dodd, Mead imprint bas long been
a pretty good hallmark in detective and

mystery stories. When you see one with

that publisher's name on the back you can

usually depend on it. Somewhere in the

editorial offices of that firm is some bard-

faced Legree who understands the rather

exacting requirements.”

—The Saturday Review of Literature

“The imprint of Dodd, Mead and Com-
pany bas come to be a virtual guarantee

to many readers, and the justly famous

‘8 points’ observed in selecting the com-

pany’s ‘Red Badge’ novels are so excellent

that they have become a sort of Baedeker

for beginners.”

—Howard Haycraft in
MURDER FOR PLEASURE

Webhernrint 1M——-3.59
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Prof.Dr.Norbert Wiener
Kassachusetts Institute
of Technology
Cambridge 39, lass.,/USA
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2./ Kz 1.6.59

sehr geehrter ilerr Professor wiener!

kir mochten uns heute erneut mit einer Bitte an Sie
wenden. Aus Anlass des zehnjihrigen Bestehens der hIAS-ITunk-
Jniversitsit planen wir gegenwirtig eine Vortragsrelhe, die in
vier Abschnitten einen zusammenfassenden Ausblick auf die
nyissenschaft in der zwelten Johrhunderthilfte” eroffnen soll.
Unsere Bitte an Sie betrifft den in der beigefugten proviso-
rischen Themenliste unter IV.7.genannten Vortrag

PROBLELE DER KMODBRNEN TECHNOLOGIE, INYBRECNPERE Dek
KYBERNZTIK.

vir wirden uns sehr freuen, wenn Sie an diesem Thema
Interesse finden und sich zu seiner Ausarbeitung bereit erkl-
ren kónnten, Die fur den Befrag vorgesehene 3endezeit betrigt
50 kiinuten (etwa 360 Schreibmaschinenzeilen). Als ilionorar kónnten
wir Ihnen DK 360.- in Ihrer Lndeswihrung anweisen. Dos Lanu-
skript, das hier bei uns wieder ubersetzt und durca einen Sprecher
verlesen werden wurde, missten wir sptestens zum 1b.Oktober 195%
in Handen haben.

Fur eine mdglichst positive Antwort waren vir Ihnen
zusserordentlich dankbar. Inzwischen verbleiben wir mit den
oesten Enmpfehluncen

und dem Ausdruck unserer

vorzuglichen fiochachtung
R I A S

BARLIN

d

o|

 Anl „Je

czuczka) (Kundler)



FUNK-UNIVERSITAT

WISSENSCHAFT IN DER ZWEITEN JAHRHUNDERTHALFTE

l.

2,

2

4,

3

6

Uber die Zukunftsbedeutung von Astrophysik und
Astronautik

Uber wichtige Ergebnisse des geophysikalischen
Jahres 1957/58

Neugestaltungen der Machtverhaltnisse und Wirt-
schaftsstrukturen im Jahrhundert der Kernphysik

Uber den Beitrag der Biophysik zum Verstindnis
des Lebens

Uber Entwicklungen der Biochemie, insbesondere
Fermentsvsteme

Uber einige Grundlagenprobleme der modernen
Biologie

/. MOglichkeiten und Ziele der Hirnchirurgie

3. Uber kvbernetische Modelle des menschlichen Hirns

II.

l. Persdnlichkeitsforschung in der modernen Psychologie

2. Personlichkeit, Gesellschaft una Kultur

3. Zur Soziologie der industriellen Gesellschaft

4.

=

Soziale und kulturelle Auswirkungen der Industriali-
sierune unterentwickelter Gebiete

Soziologische Aspekte moderner Stadt- und Landesolanuno



III.

1, Uber einige
Arch8aologie

neuere Ergebnisse und Probleme der

Sprache in vergleichend kulturanthropologischer
Betrachtung '

2

4

5 «

Uber sozialhistorische Wurzeln des Christentums,
unter besonderer Berilicksichtigung der neuen Hand-
schriftenfunde

Wissenschaftstheoretische Probleme einer Universal-
geschichte

Formen und Yehalte. philosophischer Auseinander-
setzung in der industriellen Gesellschaft

6. Zur Inhaltsanalyse zeitgenOossischer Literatur

7. Uber jlingste Geschichte

IV.

1 + Zur heutigen Problemlage der Mathematik

2, Uber induktive Logik und Wahrscheinlichkeit

3.

A.

Anwendungsprobleme der modernen Logistik

Zur allgemeinen Bedeutung der Schaltalgebra

5. Uber Spiel-. Netz- und Entscheidungstheorien

6.

fY Te.

Hauptfragen einer allgemeinen Semantik

(Uber allgemeine und pragmatische Semantik)

Probleme der modernen Technologie, insbesondere
der Kybernetik



Auszug aus der Referentenliste der

RIAS-FUNK-UNIVERSITAT (1949-1959)
-

Abderhalden, Rudolf (Basel)
Adorno, Theodor W, (Frankfurt/Main)
Allesch, Johannes v. (Góttingen)
Bally, Gustav (Zirich)
3arnes; Harry Elmer (Malibu/USA)
Bateson, Gregory (Palo Alto/USA)
Bertalanffy, Ludwig v. (Topeka/USA)
Bochenski, Joseph M. (Fribourg/Schweiz)
Bondy, Curt (Hamburg)
Bopp, Fritz (Miinchen)
Brill, Hermann (Wiesbaden)
Buber, Martin (Jerusalem)
Bihler, Charlotte, (Los Angeles/USA)
Biirger-Prinz, Hans (Hamburg)
Chapin, Stuart (Asheville/USA)
child, Irvin C. (New Haven/USA)
Coing, Helmuth (Frankfurt/Main)
Dahrendorf, Ralf (Hamburg)
Diepgen, Paul (Mainz)
Dijksterhuis, E.J. (Bilthoven/Holland)
Diringshofen, Heinz v. (Frankfurt/Main)
Domagk, Gerhard (Wuppertal-Elberfeld)
Ehricke, K.A. (San Diego/USA) |
Emrich, Wilhelm (Kóln)
Eschmann, Ernst Wilhelm (Miinchen)
Eynern, Gert v. (Berlin)
Eysenck, Hans Jiirgen (London)
Feigl, Herbert (Minneapolis/USA)
Festinger, Leon (Ann Arbor/USA)
Flugel, John Crl (London)
Ford, Clellan S. (New Haven/USA)
Frisch, Karl v. (Miinchen)
Frisch, Otto Robert (Cambridge/England)
Jertmann, Heinz (Bad Soden/Taunus?)
Gehlen, Arnold (Speyer)
Gerlach, Wlter (Miinchen)
Gerth, Hans (Wisconsin/USA)
Gesell, Arnold (New Haven/USA)
Gohrbandt, Erwin (Berlin)
Goode, William J. (New York /USA)
Gorer, Geoffrey (Sussex/England)
aróttrup, Helmut (Pforzheim)
Juggenheim, Paul (Genf)
Gurvitch, Georges (Paris)
Hahn, Otto (Gottingen)
Hartley, Eugen (New York/USA)
Heimann, Eduard (New York/USA)
Heisenberg, Werner(Minchen)
Hermes, Hans (Minster)
Hevesy, Georg de (Stockholm)
Jofstitter, Peter R, (Wilhelmshaven)
Honigsheim, Paul (East Lansing/USA)
Jorkheimer, Max (Frankfurt/Main)



Jaspers, Karl (Basel)
Kluckhohn, Clyde (Cambridge/USA)
Konig, Ren (Kóln)
Kraft, Victor (Wien/Osterreich)
(raus; Herbert (Góttingen)
Xretschmer, Ernst (Tibingen)
{roh, Oswald + (Berlin)
Landshut, Siegfried (Hamburg)
Landis, Paul H. (Pullman/USA)
Leibholz, Gerhard (Karlsruhe)
Mann, Golo (Kilchberg/Schweiz)
Marcuse, Ludwig (Beverly Hills/USA)
Martini, Paul (Bonn)
Mead, Margaret (New York/USA)
Mitscherlich, Alexander (Heidelberg)
Viihlmann, Wilhelm (Wiesbaden)
Newcomb, Theodore (Ann Arbor/USA)
Owen, Sir Leonard (Risley/England)
Plessner, Helmuth (Géttingen)
Popper, Karl R. (Fallowfield/England)
Rajewsky, Boris (Frankfurt/Main)
Ropke, Wilhelm (Genf/Schweiz)
Rosenfeld, Leon (Kopenhagen/Dénemark)
Russell, Sir Bertrand (Richmond/England)
Selye, Hans (Montreal /Kanada)
Singer, S.F. (Maryland/USA)
Spaak, Paul-Henri (Paris)
Spranger, Eduard (Tiibingen)
Schwarzenberger, Georg (Harpenden/England)
Staiger, Emil (Ziirich/Schweiz)
Stuhlinger, Ernst (Huntsville/USA)
Tarski, Alfred (Berkeley/USA)
Weber, Alfred + (Heidelberg)
Weizsicker, Carl Friedrich v. (Góttingen)
Wiener, Norbert (Cambridge/USA)
Viese, Benno v. (Minster)
Niese, Leopold v. (Kóln)
Nillems, Emilio (Nashville/USA)
right, Quincy (New York/USA)



INSTITUT FUR TECHNISCHE ELEKTRONIK

Technische Hochschule Munchen
Prof.Dr.M, Knoll

Abs.: MUOnchen 2, Arcisstrafe 2] Eingang : Gabelsbergerstrafie 39

Telefon: 4562 - 264/265

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of llathematics
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Cambridge-Boston
U.S.A.

lhre Zeichen Ihre Nachricht vom Unsere Zeichen

Tone 1, 1959
Betreff:

Dear Dr. Wiener:

In your book "Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory" p.71,
last paragraph, you mention an experiment done with a
400 V 10 c/sec generator. We experimented in our Institute
with two sheet eletrodes at a distance of about 7 feet
and a pulse rate of 3 c/sec but only 6 V effective and
obtained similar results as described by you. Therefore
I would be grateful, if you could inform me whether there
exists any publication or report on the experiment you
have mentioned in your book and where they are svailable,

With best regards, I am

sincerely yours,

A(T

rimofwu Dr, I. Knoll



REVEREND PETER MCCORMACK
2801 TURK STREET

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Professor Norbert Wiener
dept. of Mathematics,
ass. Inst, of Technology.
Jambridge, 1'BSSe,

Dea: Dr Wiener:

We are still waiting your reply to our last
letter. We now have favorable replies.from quite a number
and will be forwarding this list of the personell of the
proposed Commission of Inquirv in a few d.YSe

Your reply is the only one we are waiting
for and will defer our mailingf until we hear from you. It
sould help us greatly if you would reply by return. I am
anclosing a stamped air mail emvelope for vour convenience,

Thanking vou for your consideration, I am;

Sincerely yours,

- 0, - Ne

Rev, Peter lc Cormack.

4
4



UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH June 1, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

The members of our Lecture Committee were indeed delighted that you
were able to accept our invitation to deliver a public lecture here
next season. The subject you propose is ideally suited to the purpose
hf our lecture series: we are most enthusiastic about its prospects.

I have checked our academic and activities calendar in terms of the
lates you plan to be in Florida. In this regard, I find that on the
19th of December our Christmas recess will already have begun. This
extends through January 3, This would mean we could schedule your
appearance on January L (Monday), or Jamary 5 (Tuesday). I would
recommend January 5, however, since the confusion of the return to
classes would probably legislate against adequate publicity. The
second set of dates you suggest, unfortunately, falls in the midst
of semester exams and the traditional holiday between semesters. Our
sxamination period, which is closed to all public activities, begins
on January 16; classes do not resume until February 8, .

If you feel you can extend your holiday to be with us on January 5
I would be most grateful, If not, let us see if there are other dates
which would be more suitable, I realize, of course, it would be of
tremendous advantage if you can coordinate your lecture appearance
with vour established plans.

Cordially,
/ , _

Ce. GQL. L. Zimmerman, Chairman
Sub-Committee ony Public lectures
L1Z/nlf



June 1, 1959

"-val Research Laboratory
Washington 25, D, CG.

Gentlemen:

to
Professor “ener found

return ;'. ‘3 BOTTY
Tare 44 p-

this in his files and wishes
that it has been kept for such

incerriy yours,

Margaret M, Kruger (Mrs,)
secreter tn Professor Wiener

Enclosure



HARVARD UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

DEPARTMENT OF PusLIc HEALTH PRACTICE 55 Shattuck St.
Boston 15, Massachusetts

June 2, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Math Department
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Your participation in our advanced course in Public Health Practice on
May 25, 1959 at the School was quite an event in the history of our teaching.
The simplicity, spontaneity and depth of your comments in reaction to questions
from the panel moderator were very impressive to all of us, both faculty and
students.

Your analysis of "feedback" phenomena in the physical, physiological and
psycho-social worlds was so challenging to our thinking in public health practice
that we got reminded of the necessity of reconsidering afresh the organic,
'mechanistic" concept of human behavior which prevailed in the nineteenth cen-
tury, in an attempt to find out whether in the light of your cybernetic evidence
it does not really warrant the "mechanistic" label as it did when it was outmoded
by a so-called "vitalistic" concept. It was indeed a thrilling experience for
all of us to have had the chance to live with you for at least two hours in an
atmosphere vibrant with stimulation from a professor-at-large and from a rare
zalibre of a man who will go down in history as an epoch maker.

I am sure I express the sentiment and appreciation of Dr. Leavell, the Head
of the Department in all I have said.

Sincerely yours,

Z. a. Shakhashiri, M.D.”
Visiting Associate Professor
5? Public Health Practice.

ZAS an

P.5. Shortly, you will be receiving a small honorarium which is officially paid
 mM such occasione.



Ar 2009

Mre, Aurel Vintner
TE Tu “me [venue

Maryland

Dear xr - up bnaer

I am enclosing some notes which Krs, Wiener and ' found in
Professor Wiener's files, He said that they are your husband's
notes and we thought you would like to have them. "a resret to
say that we have not been able to locate the manuscript entitled
"Harmonic Analysis and Random Time Functions", However, if you
sould send your copy of the manuscript to us, Professor Wiener
#111 trv to write in the armnroonriazte formilae.

"shoe" "FOT"

Margaret M. Kruger (Mrs.,
m - Profesrop Wiener

inclosure





POSTGRADUATE CENTER FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY, Inc.
218 East 70 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

TRafalgar 9-7100

TRUSTEES

EUGENE G. BEWKES
ARCHIE O. DAWSON
REED B. DAWSON

JESSE T. ELLINGTON
ERWIN FELDMAN
HARROLD A. MURRAY
HARRY C. OPPENHEIMER
MYLES PERRIN
MILLARD E. STONE
EUSTACE W. TOMLINSON
JOSEPH N. WELCH

or wry z

2 |D) gDJ«| £ mEL :
ECP

OFFICERS

REED B. DAWSON, Chairman
HARRY C. OPPENHEIMER, Vice-Chairman
ERWIN FELDMAN, Secretary
EUSTACE W. TOMLINSON, Treasurer

IRVIN B. SCHWARTZ, Executive Director

June 3, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 59, Massachusetts

Dear Dre Wiener:

During World Mental Health Year 1960 the Professional Association of
the Postgraduate Center for Psychotherapy has planned to devote its series
of monthly professional meetings to the role of The Family in Mental Health.

We have selected as the theme of the year "An Integrative Approach to
Problems of Mental Health with Focus on the Family as a Unit". We are in=
viting outstanding people in the various sciences, social disciplines, and
arts to participate and to contribute to a multiedisciplinary understanding
of mental heelthe.

Vie are inviting you to discuss "The Physical Scientist's View of the
Family as a Biological Unit" at 8530 pem. on Tuesday evening, October 20th.
In view of your competence in this arsa, we know your contribution will b
importante We are enclosing the overall plan so that you may see how your
contribution fits into the rest of the program and who the other speakers
xwili ba.

Please let us know as soon as convenient that you will be with us so
that we can begin to inform and invite our colleagues.

Sincerely yours,

ler x Mac kee s &gt;

nce.
MMesm

Fin
Max Markowitz, M.D.
chairman, Frogram Committee

i Tax Exembt Organization—~Chartered bv the Board of Regents of the State of New York



PROGRAM

Det. 20th The Physical Scientist's View of the Family as a Biological Unit =

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Nove 17th The Psychotherapist's View of the Family as a Unit in Mental Health «

Dr. Nathan W. Ackerman

Jane 19th The Social Scientist's View of the Family -

Feb. 16th The Fducator's View of the Family -.

Mar. 15th The Legal Exvert's View of the Family =

Apr. 19th The Clergyman's View of the Family = Panels

fay 17th The Creative Artist's View of the Family =

Dr. Otto Klineberg

Dre Roma Gans

Judge Justine Polier

Rabbi Louis I. Newman
Rev. William C. Bier
Reve Arthur M. Tinsue

Mr. Arthur Miller
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June 4th, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Institute Professor
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge, Mass.

Dear Sir:

The problem with some of us in the communications business is that we are
able to tell the other fellow's story, but are inadequate to tell our own.
At least, I feel my presentation somewhat inadequate.

At any rate, I wish to thank you sincerely. I shall call you in August.

In closing, I feel impelled to say this: there is a staggering need to be
Filled by the communications business - and so few of us are even

satisfying it. I believe there is a need to reveal to America today and
tomorrow the greatness which she has produced - and must continue to
nurture. The more simple and direct and personal the means, the better.
There is a motive to the project, frankly. And this is it. America fears
what it does not understand, including much of its own greatness. All too
often, the lines are down. For now and for later - this project wants to
nelp get them re-connected.

[ await August with anticipation. My thanks to Mrs. Kruger.
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HUGHES
Researchand Develofiment Laboratories

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY e CULVER CITY e CALIFORNIA

Telephones: EXbrook 8-2711 e TExas 0-7111

SCIENTIFIC AND

:NGINEERING STAFF

OFFICE OF ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION

Tune 4, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

[hank you for your letter of May 5, 1959, in which you accepted our
invitation to deliver a Howard Hughes Lecture to the Senior Members
yf our Technical Staff in our Rescarch and Develoonment Laboratories,

In order that we may properly announce your lecture and publicize
it to our Senior Staff Members, LI would like to know the exact title
sf your talk, If you have no definite title in mind, I might suggest
something like "Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory" or "Application
of Random Theory to Nonlinear Problems”. On the other hand, perhaps
you may prefer to give a more general talk with a broader title. I
think you may feel free to talk to the Senior Members of our Technical
Staff in much the same manner that you might address graduate students
and Faculty members attending a seminar at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Many of our Senior Staff people hold Ph.D. degrees in
Jathematics, Physics and Engineering. Wearly 100 of these people
teach graduate courses on a part-time basis at the California Institute
&gt;£ Technology, University of California, Los Angeles, and the University
of Southern California. As you may know, the Hughes Aircraft Company
is not a manufacturer of aircraft, but rather a top level electronics
research and development organization as well as an airborne electronice
systems manufacturer.

Je should be pleased to have you send us not only an exact title of
your talk, but also a brief abstract or summary of it. In announcing
your lecture we plan to use biographical material from the American Men
of Science. However, if you have biographical material that is more
up-to-date or that you would prefer us to use, we would be pleased to
receive it at your earliest convenience.



Professor Norbert Wiener
June 4, 1959
lage Two

The room in which your lecture is scheduled is equipped with a large,
zood quality, and well lighted blackboard. The acoustics are
&gt;xcellent. A lapel microphone is also available. In case you would
like to use lattern slides, please let us know so that we can make
&gt;rrangements ahead of time for the proper projector and for a
orojectionist.

Since you will be giving a course at the University of California,
Los Angeles, from July 6 to 17, we agree to pay your hotel and food
axpenses between the end of your course and your visit to our
Laboratories on Monday, July 20. In case you have not made hotel
reservations for your stay in Los Angeles, we would be happy to make
them for you if you wish. If you have or are making arrangements to
stay at a certain hotel, please let us know where you will be so that
I can arrange to call for you in the lobby of your hotel at 9:30 a.m.
on July 20, in a chauffeured Company car to bring you into the plant.

I am assuming that your travel expenses to the west coast and back
are being taken care of. However, if you need any assistance in
securing transportation back to the east coast, our Company is willing
to pay up to one-half the cost of your transportation across the
country.

Je plan to set up a schedule for you during the day on Monday, July 20,
before your lecture in order to give you an opportunity to see our
Research and Development Laboratories and to visit various people who
are interested in random theory. It may be that there are some people
here at Hughes that you may know. If so, please let us know who they
are so that we can be sure to include them in your schedule.

Incidentally, you might be interested to know that Professor KE. A.
ruillemin of the Electrical Engineering Department at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will present a Howard Hughes Lecture to us on
Tune 22, on "Linear Active Network Analysis and Desjeon".

[ believe that you will find your contacts during your visit here most
stimulating.

Je are looking forward to seeing you here at Hughes on July 20,

Sincerely yours,

m F GA

s. L. Michaels, Head
Advanced Scientific Education
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

5390 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 22, N.Y.

OFFICE OF THE EDITOR

June 4, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

„in returning this copy of your novel later than I had expected.
but it has presented us with some problems so knotty that some time
passed before we finally recognized them as beyond solution. We
aave now concluded that we can't find any way to use a part of your
novel in THINK, much as we would like to. I'm returning to you, witk
regret, the copy of your book you so graciously let me borrow.

The chief difficulty is in lifting a section which is short enough
to publish in our magazine format, yet meaningful and dramatically
compelling for our readers. We couldn't find such a section, and you
can take this as tribute to the closely woven structure of the novel;
all of its parts rely on the whole.

Thank you for letting me keep the book this long, and please
convey my thanks to your charming wife for putting it in my hands that
very day.

I know you are busy now with writing, but this summer I hope
to suggest an article idea or two which you would find challenging. In
‘he meantime, smooth sailing with your book.

Sincerely,

JBO:sd

 Cole
James B. O'Connell
Managing Editor
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HAROLD J. RUTTENBERG
PRESIDENT

June 4+,. 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

T was most interested in the May

18 New York Times report on your speech at New York

University entitled "The Brain and The Machine,"

and would be terribly grateful to you for a copy

of vour talk, which I hope is available.

Sincerely,

=
~

Hargla o. R
Presiaen.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

LOS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA June 5, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

You may be interested to know that the present enrollment in your course
Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory, as of now, is 15 paid enrollments with
enough additional reservations that we will have at least 20 in the class.
The last minute enrollments may run the number over this.

The Department of Mathematics has reserved an office for you in the
Mathematical Sciences Building, the room number is 6125. This office is
located very close to the main department office. An addition to the Mathe-
matical Sciences Building will probably make it possible for us to obtain a
zlassroom for you very close to your office,

As usual, there will no doubt be a large number of people requesting
talks from you. Angus Taylor, Chairman of our Department, will contact you in
a few days relative to a university talk. I have been asked by our San Diego
Branch to set up a talk for you in San Diego. If you feel you can do this,
it probably should be scheduled immediately after the completion of your short
course, Convair and the Naval Electronics Laboratory in San Diego are the
companies which have urged very strongly that I ask you if you would be willing
to do this, If you feel that you would like to do this, we could pay you
$175 for the lecture, This amount includes travel and subsistence. San Diego,
as you know, is located about 135 miles from the campus. It takes only 30 to
40 minutes by plane.

If you are interested in the San Diego trip, please let me know right
away so that I can make the proper arrangements. It would be necessary for me
to know the date, The lecture would be given in the evening, probzbly fron
7-9 Dee

Sipcerely,

A 5 Lo fa uf ii. 4

ty
Clifford Bell
Frofessor of Mathematics
Head, Fhysical Sciences Extension

"Redeem



professor Sidney Hock, Chairman
Department of Philoso~™"
lew York Universi’
Jashington Sauer
ew York *. Ne

Y.- gc

“anv thanks for your pleasant and complimentary letter
of Var 28th, However, you will see that you have put r» into
3 most Aiffic lt dilemma. Vhen I accepted your invitation to
sarticinate in the meeting I understood that the duties which
[ undertook were strictly limited to talking at the meeting
Itself and I have disposed these apparently to your satisfaction
[ now find that I am under a certain derree of pressure to write
a my material. As you say, this was not in our bond, In addit«
lon I have a fairly busy summer ahead of me with lecturing at
CLA and what is left of the summer I shall absolutely nesd for
ny own recureration, I have given a number of interviews ree
ently, as for example, the interview in Challenge magazine,
which I enclose, and an interview wilh The Sunday Times of
London, which will appear in the late summer or early fall,
soncerning the topics of the lecture I gave you, They are not
in suitable form for your book and in addition are the copye
right property of other people. At least one of them is to
appear in a book, I do not like being put in the position
shere I have to repeat myself as often ss this, as it puts a
very appreciable demand on me and is nou rarticularly good for
wy reputation. The letter I received from you is the first
intimation which has come to my attention that you are undere
taking a book, You will understand Low under these circume
stances when my correspondents do not lay their cards on the
table, I am rightly loath to accept even the most flattering
invitavions®.

The Challenge article was done as a favor to people from
rour own Institution and I am afraid that you will have to find
ogetkor with them some wav =" extricating yourself from your
yredicament, Meanwhile you have added to an opinion that I have
soen forming for a long time that I cannot take invitations at
their face value and that I cannot assume that any conditions
[pont unon them will be willowe ane —*
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June |! . 1059

Professor Bavard Rankin
Department -themetics
Case Inst.&gt;  'f Technology
ler) ra

Dear br

have been going over the manuscrint of the new book and
. like it very much. All of you have certainly taken a some=
what disconnected body of doctrine and nut it into a tight form,
Manv hb napers 1 have gone over already. There are quite
a fow minor misprints but I don't think it is my function to
rlean them up. particularly as T have a bad renutation for that
sort of thine

The topic which is newest and intrigues me most is your
work on Lebesgues integration from a point of view of sequence
theory rather than measure theory, If you will go over this
matter carefully you will see that there are many points of
resemblance between it and the way in which I introduce Lebesgue
measure in differential space, There is one difference however
which is very important and which in my opinion represents
unother approach to the subject besides th.t which you have
made. If you will remember my theory of integration starts
with intervals on the alpha line. I then derive my points
on that line by a successive process of boxing in. From another
point of view this is equivalent to defining my points in terms
of consecutive sequences of boxes, each inside of its pre«
jecessor, It is on this new plane rather than on that of
the original points of my integrals that I build up the space
in which Lebesrue notions are apnlie~ 7-

This is in fact a very general nrrecedure. For examnle,
I can build up the ordinary theory ~¢ the Lebesgue integral
from intervals on the line where the determining points can
be rational or even binary, ‘hen I do this my new points will
ne obtained at sequences of intervals or rather as sets of
sequences of intervals, With the entities I finally obtain
my integration is a classical Lebesgue integration, In cases
nore general then that which I have discussed, I may have to
introduce other principles of subedivision of my regions, The
whole point of these remarks is that in modern mathematica there
is an alternative to the nostulationel method which as a matter



Profeesor Bayard Rankin
June 5, 1959 . Pago Ter

of fact is one which has always anpealed to me, Instead of
starting from a certain stated sct of conditions and then
determining extrinsically whether there are any systems
satisfying these conditions, one very often has the alternae
tive of building logical constructs of a higher type and
thus disposing both of the existence proof and the postulae
tional treatment of the system at one blow, This method has
a considerable history to it. While Huntington was a postulae
tionist, there are several pieces of work of his in which the
constructional method is very clearly indicated as for example
In some of his work in geometry. An even more thorough devotee
of these methods was A, N, Whitehead and scme of his earls work,
I believe in the proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Societ-
although it may be in the proceedings of the Royal Society, I
myself have done a considerable amount of work in this direction
as you will ses from my early logical papers, Ais a matter of
fact, Godel and following him Turing have made essential use ol
the fact that once you have a logical simulacrum of a given
system by the manipulating constructions in a higher type you
can obtain systems agreeing with vostulates excent perhans in
one or two details.

This is not said in any way to minimize the value and
originality of your work, It is said to help orient ii from
ny own point of view, It is precir’ on an issue of this
sort that I have found it possible * {drntilv the work of
Friedrichs on interration in functicn "r""e with r7 own.

The issue is nct so much a difference in the technique
of computation as a difference in the fundamental idea, I
have always been struck with the constructional method as a
varied alternative or supplement to the postulational and I
rave a series of lectures on the subject in 1915 which later
appeared in the Monist, I am delighted with the book as I
have said and I stand ready to help in ane w"

oy.
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re Je fle Llmerman
senior Research Engineer
"hysics and Mathematics Ur*"'
tocketdyne Division
Torth American Aviation, Inc.
6623 Canoga Avenue
Janoza Park. Californi:

Near Mr. Zimmermer

i am very much interested in the invitation ym
o be a special consultant at Rocketdyne, It would .-
convenient for me if our engagement could be sometir
the week of July 20th. Vednesday, July 22nd, would br-
„ecially good, although any time in the last of that we
would be zonvenient. However, before I can make any commite
nents, I must know something of the details of the agreement
shich if nroposed.

- tend r

mow
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Tokyo Institute of Technology
Oh-okayama, Me guroku

tokyo, Japan
June 6,1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cambridge 39, Mass., U.S.A.

Technology

Dear Norbert:

It wag nice to hear that you and Margaret are well and healthy
to contemplate another trip reaching this side of the Pacific Ocean. Your
next trip here will be arranged in a leisurely manner than the itinerary
of three years ago.

I am also glad to read the cony of the letter from Hermann, which
has assured me of due process in action. And yet I am acutely conscious of
unfulfilled obligations to you in Japan. I am feeling almost helpless
against the congenital wickedness on the part of certain publishers.

With deepening interest 1 am studying your latest book, Nonlinear
problems in random theory. I once wrote an expository paper on your non-
linear method for electrical engineers in mind ( Technical Report No.217,
Research Laboratory of Blectronics, MIT,1951).

Your observation of dip phenomena will invite people to consider
and discover many similar problems. So far as the shape of the curve is
concerned, the potential energy ( repulsive force) of diatomic molecules
gives a dip , which was nointed out by Nathan Rosen ( Physical Review, #%3,f47)
1933) « In this case, however, the dip is noticeable with respect to the”
distance hetween atoms.

I may be entirely wrong, but it seems to me that dip phencmena and
uncertainty principle are closely connected. In place of a delta function
a nonlinear onerator theorv ig to be devedopned, I think.

Thanks to your books I am getting some monies, but it is always
1ifficitlt to get anything from the publishers excent the case of the
Iwanami Shoten in which case my share happens to be small. With four
children in schools I am working hard to get extras. In our society
significant of cliques I shall be able, as an outsider, to stand only on
my accomolishment. Therefore it is essential for me at this stage to
devote myself to studies. I shall be indeed happy if I can impose myself
upon your generosity to consider an opnortunity for me to study at MIT.

Asako and I send our best wishes to you and Margaret,

Sincerely,

SPA= RU1ikao lkechara
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EGBERT J. SORMANI, 140-15 ROSE AVENUE (1LB60) FLUSHING 55, N. Y.

6th June,
1959.

Dr. Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:-

Would the founder of Cybernetics
Dr. Norbert Wiener be so kind and sign the enclosed
card for my private collection?

to
May it please you to grant my request and

accept my thanks and well wishes.

Most ora andvery/respe fully yours,
~ A

Sormani.
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Jun  ”’

ir. Jerry M. Landay
Director. WVBZ-Newa8
1170 Soldier'3 Field Road
Inaton li. Massachusetts

Dear Mr, Landrv

Many thanks for your letter of June Lthe I had hoped
that you would see that I cannot regard Individual requests
tor radio and television work as isolated undertakines to
which I can say yes or no independently. Vhativer the merits
of the undertaking, I must consider the extent to which i
is likely to lead to further claims on my time. In view
of this when you coma up next summer to interview me,
expect a firm undertaking in writing that any material
you will nos be given to the public during my lifetime si
that no furthor effort will te nade to secure my consen' -
a brezch of these eonditions.

 11
sive
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Dr. Max Markowitz
Chairman, "rogram Committee
postgradus-~ Center for Psychotherapy, Inc.
218 Fast 7.  tyno"
Mew Yo "e

LY.
or 3

While . thank you for the invitation to give a parer before
your groun on the physical ecientist!s view of the famiiv se a
biological unit, I do not see my way clear to do so. In. first
„lace, I have no offhand ideas about this topic which would be
worth your hearing. Neither have I any wish to take time from
ny other work to write under pressure what would inevitably be
a poteboiler on the subject, I have found it necessary to take
zomplete contrci of my own scientific production and not to let
nyself be over persudded into the preparation of dicta concerning
matters to which I have not given ry best thinking. It is exe
tremely easy for a scientist to fritter away his energy and his
reputation in a certain form of scientific opportunism which is
mich the vogue at the present time, I therefore intend for the
future to confine my publication to topics of my own choice and
if this mans abandoning the public lécture platform, I am auite
ready to abandon jt.

"i
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Tune vy 1953

“ry Eo Le Michaels
advanced Scienti”
Hughes / "Gr"
"ulver .

+ Head

Educatior
 UC ampany

MY Derr

In referring to your letter of June Lth, I find your
conditions acceptable and I shall be wilh you on July 20th,
I shall probably take you up on the matter of half my cost
of transportation back ho e, narticularly in view of the fact
that my compensation at UCIA contains an honorarium but does
not contain a separate sum for my traveling expenses.

I shall be with my wife at the Dracker Hotel, 1082)
Lindbrook Avenue, Los Angeles 2h from June 29th throw
July 20th, I shall have no slides bi most empha
should liks to have &amp; rond blackboard ava doh" &gt; --

The topic of my discussion will be a brief
the theory of nonlinear systems and the resnonse !
certirbations nerticularly from the point of view
spactras 1 32211 also have sce words to say in tm
connection on new techniques which I am develorning in
namics and in plasma lheory in whieh my Ideas cf noniine:
systeme and random functions sre anolicable, Your sucger
titie, "Application of Random Theory to Nonlinear Prnble'
wi5l be quito suitable.

random
”* nay
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Mr. Janes F

Managing Et
&gt;9N Madison ave
Now Yort 7 w.

 "one"
py,

Dear Mr. OflConne'"

Many thanks for returning the manuscript of my book and
for your kind letter. I must confess thal I am not in the
least surprised at your decisione is you indicate, the book
«as written as a compact whole and there are no individual
purple passages which are suitable for publication epart from
the contexte

You have written very understandably sboul the situation
and I aporeciate very much your consideration, As to my
writing an article for you, I frankly wish to state that I am
averse to writing articles on themes already laid down for
„". My energies are limited and I expect to devote what
er ve work is still in me to new research and to following
4 = beni.

 ay =~  WP
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THE J. HILLIS MILLER HEALTH CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

GAINESVILLE

COLLEGE OF NURSING PHONE FR, 2-0481

June y, 1959

"rof. Norbert Wiener
Jept. of iiathematics
iassachusetts Institute of Technology
Jamoridze, Mass.

Jear rroiessor ijiener,

I have reading in the less technical literature on cybernetics,
after being introduced to tnis field by your sugerb duman use of human
oeinzs. Une of your passages has caught my eye especially, that concerned
with the distinction between the ianichean and Augustinian devils, and
winstein's aphorism, "the Lord is suotlie, but He isn't simply mean’.

lhe reason these comnents caught me is beczuse lney seem to relats
so directly to the research l have been doing in x "self-disclosure'.
L have been impressed by the rather oovious fact that a person's inner
experience is private, by definition, and that others can know of this
&gt;xperience only if the individuahb collaborates--by means of voluntary
disclosure of self. Uf course, too, it is easy for people to dissanble.
to be "simply mean", and to mike it very ailficuit for otners to know
~helr inner exnerience.

tnclosed are a number of wvapers which portray the presentstatus
&gt; tnis line of work.

Very sincerely
3

Sidney ii. vourard, shi.
issociate nesearch crofessor
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*rofegec" P-iward La. Bowles
00m EY

r

Hany thanks for your kind letter. It is ietters cf this
sort that make academic life worthwhile, The man you speak
o. from Mexico ie Manuel Sandoval Vallarta, Vice Minister of
Education in Mexico, The thing that I am particularly gratified
about in my new appointment is the warmth and friendliness ef
Julive Stratton. Nothing gives me more pleasure than the fr.
that he 13 nog President of ¥.I.7.

©
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Jr. Henrv Ilelson
#athemat 7 Danartment

ini" walifornis
i» | ony py

oY

four resnlis which you give me in the letter of Mv 2%th
are interesting. I am afraid that without more stoadvy . cannot

appreciate tie full import, I am on my way in a cnuni+ of weeks
bo California wheres I shall be lecturing ab UCLa, i 18 mo’
inconceivable that we may have a chance lo ret toerther ang
balk these thines over.

SSwos Toe =O "PTR"
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?rofessor M, Knoll, Director
Institut Fore Technische Elektronik
Fechniseer Hnchschule Munchen
ape) net

Muneh-

5

 J
r

[ am afraid that the things of which 1 spoke am really
an echo of your own work heard at third hand, I aa delirhted
bo have the origin of these ideas pinned down, If you ar
interested in further correspondence with me, I have a number
of sugzestions as to further experimental work which might
he carricd out alono the lines in which vou are interosted.

ry 2A gn 0-
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Professor Aldo Musturzo
President of the fetins Council
Societe Internationale

‘a "-A4eeina "vehernotire
m...

0
? ambien

celichted to join the Society of Cyberne "ie
Medicine ¥111 be abort 8 year hefora IT find ms jf
Burone arain and I shall hops at that time both to core
contact with your grovn and to present to them snme n--
tan of nine
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Reverend ”-'
2801 Te"
gn U

have answered vou before that I am willing to have
ny nome appear on your Commisslon provided that 77 res nol
jemand of me any appreciable expenditure of time. vu ran
take this as tle go-ancsd for you to use ny name. rrortdórz
yo urerstan that dn doing so you sre umlertaling to cole
For: to tne rcouests I have nade sbout 1h" uP Tome.

a
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rofessor Robert
drthodontd eo Denard
school €'
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% 4 respect to yonr inquiry of Mow 27th, 1. the mavv
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Professor Harry r
Department «+ Tn

Universiiv
Gainesv: Te. "

. Yar 1

«

Tar&gt; © 1079

hear Professor

This is to acknowledps the interesting paver that you have
sent me with a covering letier of May 25; 175%. It seems to me
that you are definitely on the right track, However, I am afraid
that I have a certain deep skepticism concerning the possibilities
of mechanical translation, The real thing that bothers me is
the fact that to a certain extent the belter a mechanical trans-
lation is, thc more dangerous it is, No machine that we have
any prospect of constructing has the flexibility of the humen
brain and its pojer to do something sienificant with ideas which
are 2till sorewhat varue and not comleted reduced to nostulatre

To put it in another way, the brain is far superior to zny
constructed machine in its power to handle statements of hin
logical type in the sense of Bertrand Russell even thoarh i
far superior to the brain in precision of operation and speed
of omeration within ite lizited scope, The result is that 7
have grave doubts whether a machine is likely to be able to
nandle effectively shades of meanings which are so essential to
any complete translation, So long as the machine is recogniz&lt;?
ns a somewhat crude tool which creaks so badly that it §
nerfectly clear that its work must be gore over by someone
of real philcloriczl and linguistic insist, this is not too
serious. But in that moment in which the machine works well
enough go that its possible for “he person directing its em=
ployment to accept its speed and repeatability in lieu of the
finer demands on the tranglator, the machine becomes dancernus
and masy even be catastrophicallv d+ 0
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON SQUARE, NEW YORK 3, N.Y.

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Graduate School of Arts and Science

University College of Arts and Science

Washington Square College of Arts and Science June 10, 1956

TELEPHONE: SPRING 7-2000

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I was very much depressed by your
letter of June 5th. The explanations of some things are
very simple. It was neither deviousness nor Machiavellianism
which led us to invite you on your own terms, particularly
because at the time we were not sure that a volume could be
made of the Proceedings. But your exposition was insight-
ful and so provocative and set off such an interesting and
fruitful exchange that we were emboldened to think of a volume.
Should we be reproached for that? This is probably not the
first time that you have had to suffer the penalties of your
virtues, If you had been dull or wrong or repetitious we
would not have changed our mind, However, as I said, we do
not want to put any burdens on you and we do wish to retain
your good will, It was such a grand party and it would be a
pity to spoil it by misunderstanding.

Would you mind if we merely presented
the summary of your remarks or, if we procure permissicn, the
piece from Challenge? You need not worry about your reputatior
I assure you. Some things bear repeating. Nothing you have
ever written or ssid about this subject needs to be extenuated
with a plea of Nagqenfreiheit or Geniemoral.

I have been warned that you have no
sense of humor but I don't believe it. Nor do I write flatter-
ing letters with ulterior motives. I write what I thinki I
am sending you some things to prove it.

Cordially,

SHe+rT
i : C on 2 . U. £ /

Sidney Hook



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

„OS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA

June 10, 1959

AIR MAIL

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

[ am writing to inquire if you would be willing, while you are at
UCIA this coming July, to give a public lecture under the sponsorship of
the University and the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics?
Interest has been shown in having you present a lecture of a not too
technical character, suitable for non-specialists interested in your ideas.
An honorarium of $50,00 will be available. The date and time of day remain
to be determined.

May I hear from you about the possibility of such a lecture?

AT :tm

Sincerely yours,
7 ”

Tee (O.Angus E, Taylor, Chairman
Department of Mathematics

+»









June 10, 1959

Professor ". H, Choksy
Department © 'ectrical Ensinrsring
The Johns Hov'nm Universi"
Tad irc oe"

Bear © rfc

My ~ti~'s on Generalized Harmonic Analysis is long out
of print, It was reprinted in China aboct a quarter of a
sentury ago and that version is ost of print. The Technology
’ress is considering a re-issue of the article and when that
»omas, T shall be lad to sea that yoa get &amp; 077

Enclosed are the reprints of The Prsdiction Theory of
Multivariate Stochastic Processes, which snpeared in ‘feta
Mathomatice, I am also enclosing reference 17 which 18 The
Sriore©“rereferences vou mentioned which is awnilable.

Tour kinsman, Professor Masani, is an old fri-~" and
fellow worker of mine both in India aud here. 7
astonished by the great ability ard imortance of 1
croup, notwithstanding their extremely small nushe
7 07 on bo which it 48 a great distinction tn b

Thm apes
&gt;

Hemi wych TN 3Fre te ghalYl m int „a anciher in the+ . IY 155 one aANOLNOT *
t

sz re 4 oq

3" nooo"  nr &gt;--
&gt;
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w „ Kundler

TAS P~ Tin
Fn’ -fner Strae”
Be: Cems

r
x

wer

While I em most complimented by the subject ref the series
of talks which you ars holding over the radio, J have . I ar
afraid, a deep prejudice arainst writing material to order, The
fact 4g that IT zz findings so vary dersnda on my tice that unless
I adort a flat nolicy of refusal to do anything but my own Tee
scarch az3 noch litere work as I do from an irternal necessity,
I shall find myself cerdemned to fritter sway the period of
my remeining intellectual activity in an eternal repetition of
what I have sald beforo, I hore you will understand tie siue
tion in which I find myself and I wish te again tell you how
mich IT am comnlimented at vour invitatior

7 pomSime

Cn



June 10, 1959

CMe

 ge,

+ _e

ja-

[ shall certainly be delighted to yo over your fable
in detail with you and I am at your disposal whenever I am
in Carbridee. However, in about a wek I shall go for a
week to the White Mountains where my chief function is to
rest up for a very strenuous summer. I shall be hsck in
cambridce for a few days during which I stall be very
hectically nrenaring for the month of July which I am to spend
at UCLA in California, After that, I shall again be in the
"hite Mountains until the beginning of term, Afler about two
weeks of term I am going down to a ceremony at the Politecnice
in Mexico for a counle of weeks after which I shall he at
{,I,T. until: the late spring, with the exception of a couple
»f weeks around Christmastime which I shall spend in Florida
shere I shall lecture at the University. ¥ext spring I shall
nost probably go abroad for perhaps a year in Russia and
[taly, This will give vou an idea when we can fit our nlans
bosetter.

 yrs ere  magON

arport YHener

„SS. I have a iiterary venture underway in the form of a novel
ralled The Temptor, which is to appear with Random House early
in Septesber, It is a story based on invention and business
skulducgery in the early part of this century and has a rather
seculiarly internationsl setting. I am concerned with the moral
Lssues of the inventor and the business exploitation of inventions.
[ would not be cverse to the possibility of its appearing +»
the movies, I am saying this witnout any confidence that .
will so arpear and merely to interest you in the fact that
not too far removed from vour field of activity.

Ta e rmbr

„
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Thank you for your letter of June ”
soning trip to the University of Flor!
hg able to schedule my lecture for Tre
I am wondering if there would be a pro"
refore the beginning of your Christmas
florida sever:zl days before December 17
ronient for von.

meparding my forthe
.deiinitely

sh, However
r Jecturing
could be in
WET OO

“this would not be nossible, let us decide definitely
m Janpsr- 54h, IT am looking forward to wv visit &gt; vnmr unive
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Professor Norbert Vlener,
ass. Insttitute -?* Technology,
Namyridre, S989.

Nasr Professor Wiener*

tou must forgive us if we seem to

br -pass customary orocedures in addressing you directly
250u vour work, TE HULAN UGR OF HULA DEHAVIORREINGS.

“he fact is we have been anxious to
issue a Polish translation, and first approached John Wile:
© Sons. They referred us to Doubleday and Company anda the
referred us in turn to Houghton iifflin. We made Houghton
Nifflin an offer of $150 for a paperback edition of 4,000
copies, which payment was to be made on the basis of the
Informational liedla Guaranty Program, a convention hetveer
the Tinited States and Poland.

Sow, although we negotisted another
contract with Houghton Mifflin, and received a acceptance
from ire. Lovell Thompson, Vice-president of the firm, on
January 19th, we have had no word from thex about your work.
even though we wrote them on October 9th. We have since
Sit en ga second time. on zy 14th. with no oetier results.

„This exolains why we turn to you in
the howe of ob aining the rights for a Polish edition of the
above title. We should naturally prefer: to work through
chacnelsy but since the current I.M.G.Program will soon ex-
pire, we do not wish to lose the opzortunity of securing your
work on this basis. IT you agree to let us have the rights,
se shall be deeply grateful if vou will let us have a preface

alg ah odit:i

karyla »orkowicz
Secretary
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June 11, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Wiener:

Besides my regular work I am also teaching in the night school at
Los Angeles City College, a two year college. It is an unusually
liberal institution; its first purpose being the upgrading of the
economic status of the Mexican and Negro in California. The Chair-
nan of the Mathematics Department, Mr. Fred Marer, requested that I
write to ask if you would be willing to give an hour talk to a stu-
dent and faculty audience during your visit to California. An
afternoon talk is preferable, but they would be very glad if you
would speak at any time that you find convenient, morning, after-
noon or evening. The amount that they are able to pay is two hun-
ired dollars, but they are very anxious for you to speak to the
ztudents.

[ have almost completed, Non-Linear Problems in Random Theory, and
find it fascinating. I am looking forward to seeing you in July.

Very truly yours,

A\ rek 2 A Warei \ :

Michael Marcus
140 Hollister
Santa Monica,

Avenue
California

O ,
e
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four arrangements seem to me more than satjefretory. .
am definitely interested in the San Diego trip. Ym know 7
sngapomonte at UCIA and in addition I am going to give a
lecture at lughos iroreft on Monday, July 20th, and arrange-
„ents are being mode Zor ne to consult at orth Znerican
iwiation sonetime during that game wosk for cue day, £8 goon
18 I know which day I will spend at North imerican, I will
1m won know, 80 that vou nay arrance a visit to Fan Dige
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ae hanks for your kind letters Lee's Look is now in
stages of pollehing up and will #1 Wil wv in week
shall zce that he ots a enr e
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am writing to Jason Fostein of Random House to see that
vou ger 2 gopy of my novel at the earliest convenient occasion,
[ am delighted to hear of your success and I am equally deli~hted
zt the friendly article you sent about mo, I hope we shall have
many chances to ret together in the future. I don't speak Russian
out am learning it now for a trin to Russia, I do and did snoak
"him

ipna~—-T  e UE

TM sym



June 2.4 1959

fiss Jean Ennj'
Randoe Fr---- Tno
57 aIL
ew -

Dear "" yy

Enclosed i8 a glossy print of a chotogranh of Professor
„iener. wiich vou requested in your telegram last weekend,
*lease be sure tr eredit Y, W. Lee, Professor of Electrical
'ngineering at M.T.,T., for tha nhotogranhy, It would alse
re appreciated if you could miurn the photograph when you
nawe finished usine it,

TH. ants noe

sincerely vrours,

iarparet M, Kruger (Mrs.)
secretary to Professor Wiener

Enclosure
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Jor

 hora that the Marparet Mead business suita you as much
ag it does pre  Fere is another recuest =» ‘2 whe = one

of the most intellisent science writers in t.. country.
hone you can gee your way clear to send him cut oror"
yoolt or at arr rate an carlv conv.

I have an invitation which I am accenting to participate
19 the first outside puest at the rededication of the Politecnico

M-&lt;ico thls Oriober, This wil) take moe away for two weeks
i think that ithe positive valve of ry trip to the book

“tt mere than offset rv being outside the country for 2 littl:
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Library Journal
Over 75 years of library leadership
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62 WEST 45TH STREET * NEW YORK 36 * MU 2-0150

June 12

Deat Dr. Wiener,

I would like to thank you very much--at this
late date--for your kind words about our
questionnaire; and thank you for filling it
in. Under separate cover we have sent a
copy of the June 1 Lj containing the article
sn first novelists.

I read about your appointment as Institute
Professor at M.I.T.: congratulations.

We sincerely wish you every success with
"The Tempter."

Most sincerely,

Judith Serebnick
LN, a





BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

MURRAY HiLL, NEW JERSEY

CRESTVIEW 3-6000

June 15, 1959

PROFESSOR NORBERT WIENER
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute
Cambridge, Massachusetts

of Technology

Dear Dr. Wiener:

On pages 70 and 71 of your recent book Nonlinear
Problems in Random Theory there appears the following statements:

"We suspend a sheet of tin from the ceiling of
a room and connect the sheet to one terminal of a

400-volt 10 cps generator. This apparatus can produce
electrostatic induction in anything in the room. It
can actually drive the brain, causing a decidedly
unpleasant sensation."

In an attempt to duplicate this interesting phenomenon,
I applied 600 volts at 10 cps to 2 plates separated by a space
just wide enough to permit inserting the head. Using 3 orienta-
tions of the head on 5 subjects no effect was noticed. Even
though the electrostatic field employed was many times stronger
than the one you report using, 1 was unable to duplicate the
affect vou report.

I would appreciate any suggestions you might have on
how I might modify mv procedure to observe the effect you
describe.

Sincerely

ray

MH-1233-35S/rmt SHERIDAN SPEETH

Gh, Z,



GIL WILSON
245 e 36

NY16

June 15, 1959

Ur, Norbert Wiener
M.I.T. Cambridge; Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:
Learning of your willingness

vo 'lend ancear' has been a great stimulation.

3efore long I shall dispatch to you a rough
tape of two of the fables, trusting you
night find time to run them off--or even
possibly play them for a class and let
the students write their resctions--if
it isn't asking too much,or if it is not
sunning too far afield from mathematics.

snyway, then when I come to Cambridge in
a week or so, I'll have Dr. Murray glve
gou a ring--and if you are not there it
will be all right. I know what a busy
nan you are, and I'm a little proud to
have been able to make as much inroad as
+ have.

About your novel+-it sounds like a 'natural'
and is just the kind of thing that should
interest John Husto. Tho Random House
srobably has its own film contacts, and
nine admittedly are not of a professional
nature, I do know Huston well, and if I
could obtain a menuscript or a galley proof
to read. I could tell him about it.

Huston, as you know, works mostly in England
and is not 'Hollywood', which is all to an
advantage, and he has a fine perception of
social justice.

I dare say that with your awareness and
your capacity to care you would bring to
your subject a keener feeling than most
novelists, and I'd be happy if I could
in any way assist your work. Besides
somehow I suspect you might be a damn good
writer.

Sincerely...s Atla
|.

kn A . dim



UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH June 16, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I was indeed happy to receive your letter stating that you can
arrange your schedule to include a lecture appearance here on
luesday, January 5.

As you requested, I did re-examine our schedule of activities
in an attempt to find an open date prior to the 19th of Decem-
per, The period between Thanksgiving and the Christmas recess
has traditional, seasonal activities and testing programs sched-
uled on all of the nights suitable for campus-wide events, I
night explain, also, that our situation is a bit peculiar in
that certain nights of the week are impractical for events of
this type.

In view of this, I do feel it is most advisable to stand firm
on the January date. Then we can be assured there will be no
~onflicts.

Cordially,

\ t

L, L, Zimne , Chairman
Sub-Committee on Public lectures

LIZ/nLf



HUGHES
Researchand Develsfiment Laloratorees

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY e CULVER CITY e CALIFORNIA

Telephones: EXbrook 8-271] e TExas 0-7111

SCIENTIFIC AND

ENGINEERING STAFF

JFFICE OF ADVAICED SCIZNTIFIC EDUCATION

June 17, 1959

?rofessor Norbert Wiener
Jepartment of Mathematics
lassachusetts Institute of Technology
"ambridce 30, Massachusetts

Dcar Professor Wiener:

This is to confirm our telephone conversation of June 12 and to
acknowledge receipt of your letter of June 8. During this
conversation I stated that Hughes will pay one half of your
transportation costs between the east coast and Los Angeles during
your visit here next July. Reimbursement for one half your travel
&gt;xpenses will be made after your return to the east coast and upon
receipt from you of your airline ticket stubs.

As I indicated over the telephone, the room in which you will deliver
your lecture has an excellent blackboard which is well lighted. The
acoustics in the room are very good and a lapel microphone is also
available in order to make it easier for vou to be heard.

Thank you for supplying me with a brief description of your coming
talk and for approving the suggested title which is "Application
ff Random Theory %o Tonlinear Problems".

In my first letter to you dated April 29, I indicated that meetings
will be scheduled between you and some of our research scientists

starting at 10:00 a.m. on the day of your lecture, July 20. Since
your lecture does not start until 3:30 p.m. this makes for a rather
long day. If you feel that such a schedule may be tiring to you,
perhaps you might prefer to come in at, say, about 11:30 a.m. in time
for the luncheon which is to be held in your honor at noon. There is
nothing scheduled for the half hour immediately preceding your lecture
so that you may relax or even lie down for a brief rest if you care to
do so. Unless you advise me to the contrary, I shall arrange to call
for you in a chauffeured Company car in the lobby of the Dracker Hotel
in Los Angeles at 9:30 a.m. on July 20 in order to drive you to our
plant. At the conclusion of your lecture a chauffeured Company car
will be provided to drive you back to the hotel.



Professor Norbert Wiener

June 17, 1959
Pace THO

Dr. L. Weinberg, who spoke to you on the telephone with me, will
introduce you at the beginning of your lecture. We are all looking
forward to your arrival with pleasant anticipation. I feel certain
hat vou will find your visit here quite interostinr.

Sincerely yours,

a  "M .

a"

m. L, Michaels, Head
Advanced Scientific Education

"TM: t1r



RANDOM HOUSE inc
 ad 457 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK 22 °° TELEPHONE PLaza 1:'2600

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY :- LANDMARK BOOKS

' TEGACY BOOKS + ALLABOUT BOOKS « THE AMERICAN COLLEGF DICTIONARY

Jason Epstein, EDITOR

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Sandwich, New Hampshire

Dear Norbert:

Many thanks for your note. I am delighted with the
prospect that Margaret Mead will review the book,
[I really hope that she will.

[ will certainly send Dietz a set of bound proofs
As soon as we have one. In the meantime, I hope
that you and Margaret will have a splendid time
in California and that your galleys, if they come
in while you are out there, will not be too much
&gt;f a burden on you.

Sincerely yours,



Alt
RANDOM HOUSE inc

457 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 22 N.Y., TELEPHONE PLaza 1:2600

i
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS - ALLABOUT BOOKS +- THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

Jean Ennis
SJIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY

June 18, 1959

Dear Mrs. Kruger:

I am returning the picture of Dr, Wiener
which you so kindly let us borrow, Thank
vou for your help,

Sincerely,
par

 &gt;

Am Friedman
for Jean Emmis

Mrs. Margaret M. Kruger
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts



REVEREND PETER MCCORMACK
2801 TURK STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

June 18, 1959

Professor Norocrt Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 59. Masrachuset'is

Dear Professor Wiener:

Yours of the Ninth received, I am enclosing a list

5f others who have accepted service on the Commission.

Unless I hear from you otherwise, I shall assume that the

list meets with your approval,

[ thank you again for your interest and your willing-

ness to serve,

Sincerely,
7 ih ryeZ b. I Crom ae

Peter llcCormack



J04!TGZION OF TNQUTPY

Ina followin' are names of those vho have accepted gervice
on the Comnission, I have naro sone small notes along side of each
name for identification only,

fr. “sore Brussel. I
lLaxter toad
blmsford, Hew York

‘ire Elmer Gertz
120 So. La Salle Street
Chica:o, Illinois

te. Louis Joushin
4312 Alton Place,
farhin: p18, D, C."gi

R ya

Very Rev. James, M, Malloch,
552 Yosemite Avenue
Fresno, California

Rabbi Arthur J, Lelyveld
Fairmount Temple
Cleveland 21, Ohio

Reve Carrsll 1, Moon
Collec ' wicrisus Center
2375 Ee w Avenue
Fresno L.Tornla

Dr. Alan P-sch
The Ohio “tate University
voluubus 17, Ohio

Dro, Hubert Philliovs
706 He. Andrews Avenue
"reano, California

‘re dosenh Le, Raub
1531 "K" Strest
%as inston 6, L.

(New York Attorneys affiliated with
Union of American Hebraw onzrecae
bions and Central Conference of
American Rabbis)

(Attorney; President of ths Chicago
Council of the American Jowish
Oonrreoseag Pres. nf Thaw Society;
vica=-pr&gt;s of Adult K3ucation Council
of Dresher Chicazo)

(Social historian, er=aushor of "Lege
aey of Sacco % Yanzetti"; somotime
assistance director of American Civil
Liberties Union)

= + St.ra: F 8%

z Malloch w Cathe dra".De (Dean EB fscopal C&gt; James 5)

(Former director of National BIHal
Bipith Hillel “Youndatinacd

(Rev, Moon is with the Fresno State
Colleca Keligious Center in Feszno)

(Danartment of Philosophy at Ohio
State University)

(Formerly Professor of History at
trosno Szate Gollese For anv vears)

(Notad Vashinston Attorney connected
with many civil liberties cacca)

Kr. John M. wonley, Jr (National Co-Secrotary of the Fsllow-
[he Fellowship of Reconciliation shiO)
ox 271
Nyack, New York

Reve Samuel Ae Vright, Jrey, 905 = Fh Avenus
kinister of the Unitarian Church of "Tarir

“en Rafael, California
*Yi Rafael,

Norbert Wiener - Massachusetts Institute of Technolory, Cambridge 39,
HMassaconhnunactts «- Professor of Mathamsties
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Jr. Paul rnoke,
Houghton u
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I um enclosing: a copy
just received fro' Ksiazk
shower which I am sending
can Bee your way clear *
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Ar. Jason upc”
Randomn Hnuso
„ad 250n Avenue
Hew York, Yew York

Dear Jason:

would it be possible for you to vend rroc
sheets of TH TU.PTSR to Gil Vilson and Jr ©
Huston? I haven't got John lluston's ad.re:
but it should not be too difficult to fuji
The fact is that there is the burest of poc
bilities that we may be able to set ITuston
interested in movie rights. I am enclosing .
copy of Wilson's letter to me which will explu.aun
the sitvsntion.

ve are up on the farm for u few days, and
snould be back jr Some next Tuen" « iriday
we leave for Ca. 7 * address und
I am most erper Fog i

fener
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ir. Sheridan Oneeth
Bell Teienh iaboretorice

VU rye x 3 + + ey ge TO es

Nenr r. opeeL:.

I an up in the mountains at present tk
soon as I set back to the city I saall £ 0
material telling you where yov can get b "
the work tnot has been done on the electros „ic
induction experiment. It wus done ia Sermeny aud
with no connection with my own work. I Fnoe z
rotier loose phraseology of my book has r.
ow false imuression of where credit ic '
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vd iener



Ar. Angus
Depurtn-
Univer
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 dk 1, 1959

Near Prafe

. be slad to sive a ponuler lectur"
under th sronsorenip of U. C. I. i. 7 Uh
coec'_ .cyv Industrial and Applica TIMA
snot I am propoeing to talk about is tie
programming of programming in contr: 1 :
"ocputution machines.
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245 mek street
low Yors “Tv York

ELI sir. ileor:

I shall he in Combridee for ednesday un
oI next week. Then I ene11 jo to Los An'
canti, durin: which I sh. lecture at Lt.
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June 20, 1959. San Francisco.

Professor Norbert Wiener
lass. Institute of Technology
Dep't. of Mathematics
Jambridge 39, Mass,

Jear Sir:

On the 17th of the past month I addressed a letter and a parcel of printed matter

to you. The contents refer to the work of science and philosophy of Jacobo Drucaroff

of Buenos Aires,

In the absence of a reply I respectfully request that you do not overlook this matter.

At the same time, I fully realize that in the expectation of your frank opinion of

such a work I am, perhaps, being rather naive by such an awkward entry into matters

veyond my comprehension. I am not a professional in the realm of science and philo-=

3ophy. Quite to the contrary I am an ex-merchant seamsn presently employed on the

locks of San Francisco as a Ships Clerk.

My association with Drucaroff began in 1940. It took the following form:

48 visits to his home while employed on board the Moore McCormack passenger

vessels which operate between New York City and Buenos Aires - each visit of aporoxie

nately three days duration.

18 consecutive months in his home helping to construct his scale-model Time-3pace

Jniversity.

Jnlimited cooperation from afar in the form of hundreds of letters; dozens of

parcels of printed matter; a Dictaphone recording machine; several typewriters: a modest

amount of money at intervals; etc. etc. etc,

Regardless of opinions to the contrary, this activity on my part for so many years

constituted HIGH ADVENTURE ~ despite the discomforts of life on board ship and life

in Buenos Aires. By comparison, my life in the U.S. Army overseas during World War II

Na8 one of sheer comfort.

fou may, perhaps, understand my present state of mind when I tell you that I have just

ceturned from the Irwin Memorial Blood Bank of the San Francisco Medical Society where

I donated a pint of blood for a friend who is suffering from a cancer; when I tell you

that at the beginning of the current vear Senator Richard Neuberger stated in Congress



"We shall never know the limits of human creativity in the field of cancer research

until we supply sufficient funds to enable medical science to test its utmost powers

run the last test, analyze the final chemical, examine the terminal slide"; when I

tell you that Drucaroff wrote to me in August of 1957:

"T have read the article which you sent to me (about cancer). It is very clear,

but it contains nothing new. It is an important effort, but the way of attempting to

understand the problem is still very poor. Por my part I am now approaching the final

version of that chapter which includes my thoughts on cancer. In order to be able to

deal with it I had to create a new science: 'Germinology" - which is a part of the

"Metabolic Universality" formed by a series of sciences which up to the present have

been treated separately. I will not attempt to explain this now, but I assure you

that only to understand my classification one must study as one studies very complicated

problems. But I consider that one cannot understand the problem of cancer if one does

not penetrate within the biological "gears" which I em indicating. Neither will my

work serve for anything until the entire chapter of Medicine is totally completed,

oecause each theme is part of all the themes which precede and follow it,"

Drucaroff has recently completed the entire chapter of Medicine, This, then, is the

moment to give him an unlimited opportunity to express himself publicly. There is an

additional reason why this is the moment: A tremendous political crisis is now coming

to a head in Argentina; chaos may be approaching. He will never get any real help within

nis own country. Tnroughout the years several Argentinians, in their blundering attempts

to help him, have only served to hinder him,

If you think that his work shows promise of a real contribution to knowledge, will you

give me a letter to The American Cancer Society, or to some Foundation or group who may

nelp us to publish this work without an undue loss of time? Drucaroff and I make a great

team. With a modest amount of help we can bring this ship safely into port.

Sincerely yours,
 4

LL
,

“~ry LL

Ralph Farbman - Beresford Hotel - 635 Sutter Street - San Francisco 2. California.



TEL.TRINITE 03-10, 05-50 et 06-66
ADRESSE TELEGR.

MAGASINS PRINTEMPS-PARIS

OBJET :

V/REFERENCE

LAGUIONIE &amp; Cie
SOCIETE EN COMMANDITE PAR ACTIONS AU CAPITAL DE 3600000000 DE FRANCS

64, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN, PARIS IXe

C.C.P. PARIS 1479.95

PRODUCT. SEINE C.A.E. 7.343

R.C. SEINE 55 B 7502

MONSIEUR Norbert “IENZR
Massachusetts Institute
CATRIDGE

(Kassachusetts - F.U)

~f Technolog

Y/LETTRE DU N/REFERENCE

M1 /ZR/643.

PARIS, le .20 Juin I959

Cher Monsieur Wiencr,

Je tiens, par cette lettre, &amp; vous exprimer mon sentiment de trés vive
reconnaissance pour 1'accueil que vous avez bien voulu me faire au cours de

ma visite 4 Cambridge le IO Avril dernier, et vous répéter combien j'ai t
trés sensible aux réflexions que vous m'avez exprimdes concernant votre pays
et © mien.

. - .
 A may mm "Tassurance de ma considóration la reilleure.

 NY
La

varcel TIFF

‘Tavard Barbi a - ParisIféme

U
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DAVID DIETZ
SCIENCE EDITOR

THE CLEVELAND PRESS BUILDING

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

June 22, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
"ambridoe 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I was delighted to get your letter of June 7.
and I shall look forward to the copy of your
new novel.

With all best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

DD: gk
+Lwe UZ
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RANDOM HOUSE inc
457 MADISON AVFNUE *TFW YORX 929 T 5..=PHONE Plaza 1-2600O

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS + ALLABOUT BOOKS + THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

Jason Epstein, EDITOR June 22, 1959

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Norbert:

I will certainly send a set of galleys to Gil Wilson
and John Huston. Galleys are due within the next
couple of weeks, provided all goes well. You should
have them in California shortly thereafter.

” ro as ever,

=="
stein
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ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Inc.

NATIONAL OFFICE: 1000 FIFTH AVENUE . NEW YORK 28, NEW YORK

Telephone: TRafalgar 9-8400

June 24, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass,

Desr Dr, Wiener:

The American Technion Society which is the American arm of Technion --
Israel Institute of Technology is sponsoring its "Second Annual Conference on
Science and Technology in Israel and the Middle East" scheduled to take place
this Fall.

The Conference will consist of a series of technlcal sessions at which
eminent educators, scientists, United Nations experts, industrialists and
engineers will present papers which relate to scientific and technological
advancement the world over, and which can have special application to Israel
and the Middle East.

We of the American Technion Society believe that science and technology
can pave the way towards the peaceful development of that region and I think
you will agree that a Conference thus planned can have a far reaching favor-
able effect on the whole world. Surely in endeavoring to propound ways and
means of advancing the growth of under-developed Middle Fast we shall be
following the truest concepts of democracy.

There will be four sessions during which various facets of the following
basic subjects as they relate to Israel and the Middle East will be discussed:

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN TRADE AND INDUSTRY
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE
THE EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

As a distinguished leader in your field it would indeed be a privilege
to have you join the group of eminent educators, scientists, engineers and
technologists who are sponsoring the Conference.

We are in high hope that you will give favorable consideration to this
request and we look forward to your reply on the enclosed card.

Sincerely yours 3

Enclosure
IN ner

Benjamin Cooper, Chalrman
Technological Conference Committee

a
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND SANITARY ENG INEERING

COURSE IN BUILDING ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

June 26, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
Belmont, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have been unable to reach you by phone having been on
a rather irregular schedule myself and, thus, I use a note for
the following matter.

I have been requested to assist in the planning of the
faculty portion of the Freshman Orientation Weekend occurring
in September 1959. In past years this aspect of the weekend
has been somewhat lacking in interest, and in hopes of remedying
this situation this coming fall we propose to present four well
known Institute figures who will speak to the freshmen for 30 to
45 minutes each on their own scientific or technical specialties.
Thus far, Dr. Edwin H. Land, Professor C. Stark Draper and Dean
George R. Harrison have consented to appear on this program de-
scribing their scientific works in a fashion which will be both
understandable and interesting to the incoming group. I would
like to extend to you our invitation to participate also in this
function, though in your case perhaps a subject not directly re-
lated to the field of Mathematics would be preferable from your
own point of view,

Two sessions, each approximately one hour and a half in
length, will be used for these presentations during the afternoon
of September 17th from 2:00 to 3:30 and the morning of the 18th
from 10:00 to 11:30. We would be most happy if you would consent
to participate in this, and I would enjoy the opportunity of de-
scribing it to you in greater detail if it is convenient for me
to see you some time in the near future.

Sincerely yours,

FIMcG:B
ces MIT Office

Saco ae
Frederick J. McGarry
Assistant Professor

of Materials

 nn

i
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June 26, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
£3 Cedar Roan
Belmont. Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wienerg

I have been unable to reach you by phono having been on
a rather irregular schedule myself and, thus, I use a note for
the following matter,

I have been requested to assist in the planning of the
faculty portion of the Freshman Orientation Weekend occurring
In September 1959. In past years this aspect of the weekend
188 besn somewhat lacking in interest, and in hopes of remedying
this situation thie coming fall we propose to present four well
cnown Institute figures who will speak to the freshmen for 30 te
15 minutes each on thelr own scientific or technical specialties.
‘hus far, Dr, Edwin H. Land, Professor C. Stark Draper and Dean
e0rge R, Harrison have comsented to appear on thia program dew
seribing their scientific works im a fashion which will be both
inderstaniable and interesting to the incoming groups I would
like to extend to you our invitation to participate also in this
function, though in your case perhaps a subject not directly re-
lated to the field of Mathematics would be preferabls from your
swn point of wlewv.

Two sessions, each approximately one hour and a helf in
length, will be used for these presentations during the afternoon
»f September 17th from 2:00 to 3:30 cnd the morning of the 18th
Prom 10:00 to 11:30. We would be most happy if you would consent
o participate in this, and I would enjoy the opportunity of dew
seribing it to you in greater detail if it is convenient for me
to see you some time in the near future.

Sincerely vours,

zt”?

FdMolGsB
act MIT Office

Frederick J. McGarry
Aasistant Professor

of Materisls



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

URBANA, ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING June 26, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 59, Massachusetts

Kind Sir:

Please have someone send me one reprint of each of your two

papers entitled "The Prediction Theory of Multivariate Stochastic Processes”

that appeared in Acta.

Sincerely,
r AY EEE

| A. Mullin

“Sr an
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Yo fe

AAM:tas



UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

GAINESVILLE

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Soh = Aly 23

Ls

En.;lish Department
University of Southern California
Los Angeles 7, California

June 27, 1959
Professor Norbert "lener
MIT
"ambridcoe 39, Massachusetts

Year Professor Wiener:

It was good of you to write me about my paper on "The Mathematics
of the Sentence" and about zacuine translation.

Altnough I share your view about the dangers inhev=nt in machine
translation of literary and some other material, I am of the opinion
that machine translation is inevitable. Its use will begin much as
lid that of the typewriter, At first it will be an instrument of business
and possibly zovernment in an effort to distribute simply stated, literally
phrased information to a limited number of nations or lanuaze zroups.
Jraduslly the scope will widen as the limitations of the mac ines and
tneir users come to be understood.

Just as skilled typists were trained, so individuals with lanzuage
ability will become adept in editing home-produced materials for use on
the machine. Not until these editors are available will it be quite safe
bo depend upon machines to trenslate scientific documents ia which the
procedures are subtly stated or involve conclusions that are not represented
nathemabically,

Ais the U, 8, member of UNESCO's Internationzl Committee on Translation
Problems in 19349 I came to understand even more fully than before the
angers inherent in the ordinery translation process. Men are fallible, too,
and they can be maliciously wrong through ignorance or design or national
srescription. The seachanze suffeced by American books at the hands of Soviet
translators has long been a source of irritation, The Tnited States lost
control over its air bases in Panama because the Spanish version of the
breaty differed from the American version.

Machine translation makes it possible for one nation to produce the
naster translations into many lansuages and to have these translations
znecked in its own laboratory, The normal procedure is to allow the receiving
reople to make the transletion, and too often there can be no review of the
soTk in time to prevent the dissemination of sn erroneous text.

Like the typewriter a machine will 88 produce$ faster,
sleaner, and jossibly more accurate work. Tventually the cost of machines
and translation will go down. As the process is perfected, the scope of
bhe machine will brczden, and I doubt not thai all types of literally phrased
prose can be translated, The problem of metaphor will be the last one that
ie solved,

~incerely yours,

Ilesse r TVL?
Vv

"arcy R, Tarfel
Professor of Tnolich



LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE

June 29, 1959

Los Angeles City
Junior College District
ELLIS A. JARVIS

Superintendent of Schools

JOHN LOMBARDI
President

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Dracker Hotel and Apartments
10824 Lindbrook Drive

West Los Angeles

Dear Dr, Wiener,

I am pleased that you have accepted the invitation to address
our students and faculty. I understand Mr. Marcus has told
you something of our unusual college. Our students are

representative of the community, economically, racially,
and intellectually, Many of them take advantage of the
opportunity provided here and prepare themselves for work
at higher institutions of learning.

We believe that bringing people like you to our campus is an
added incentive for students to continue their studies and

realize their ambitions. One of your colleagues, David Hume,
:.ook his first two years of college work with us.

[ look forward to meeting you on Thursday, July 9.

Sincerely,

fhresident

ro


